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INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER STATEMENT
FOR MR. FREDERIC LAROCHE
1. My name is Ramola D/Dharmaraj. I am an author, publisher, investigative reporter,

writer, poet, educator, and human rights activist. My degrees are as follows: Bachelor's
in Physics (B.Sc.), Master's in Business Administration (MBA), Post-Graduate Diploma
Training in Journalism, Master's in Creative Writing (MFA). I have published widely in
American literary journals and received national and regional awards for my writing
including a National Endowment for the Arts Award in Poetry (2005) and an Associated
Writing Programs Award, the Grace Paley Prize in Short Fiction (2009); I have two
books in print (Invisible Season, Temporary Lives) and a third (For the Sake of the Boy,
Paycock Press) forthcoming. I have taught College English and Creative Writing in
several Universities and educational institutions in the Washington DC area such as
George Washington University, American University, George Mason University, and the
USDA Graduate School as well as worked in management consulting as a technical and
business analyst, writer and trainer, and in freelance journalism for over 25 years. I have
specifically worked as an investigative reporter and publisher in the areas of science,
technology, surveillance and military technology, consciousness, ethics, and human
rights for the past five years, as evident in reportage at my media site and blog The
Everyday Concerned Citizen (everydayconcerned.net), my Youtube/Vimeo/Bitchute
channels Ramola D Reports, and at various sites online including Washington's Blog,
The Sleuth Journal, Intellihub News, Medium, and Steemit. My articles, fiction, and
poetry have been widely re-published online and in literary anthologies.
2. In the course of my investigative reportage, I have studied military and Intelligence

documents, spoken with and reported the testimonial of US Government whistleblowers
and scientists, including from the NSA, CIA, FBI, Department of Defense, US Air
Force, US Navy, NASA, and US Army, as well as former French and Belgian
Intelligence; I have researched and reported the work, words, and testimonial of
scientists from the CIA, US Navy and UK Navy, as well as widely researched and
reported on the work of scientists and militaries worldwide, particularly in the areas of
electromagnetic weaponry or DEWs, neurotechnology, EMF/neuroweapons testing,
wireless telemetry, and surveillance technology. I have investigated and reported on
human subject protections and non-consensual neuro-experimentation among other
modern science and technology issues, interviewed a wide variety of professionals
including science and technology journalists, authors, academics, neurologists,
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psychologists, psychiatrists, electronic engineers, scientists, writers, other journalists,
and published the testimonials of many people worldwide reporting non-consensual
military/Intelligence neuro-experimentation with Radio Frequency and Sonic
technologies today. From my perusal of military and Intelligence documents, listening to
and reading audio/video/print testimonial of whistleblower scientists and Intelligence
analysts, researching the history of weaponized Neuroscience, and speaking personally
with whistleblowers, and multiple reporting victims, I can attest to the reality of ongoing
Neuro-technology testing and training as well as non-consensual neuro-experimentation
with electronic warfare weaponry, Brain Computer Interfaces, and RFID tracking
micro/nanotech on civilian populations in the US, Europe, and worldwide.
3. As a reporter, I have spoken with Frederic Laroche on several occasions in the interests

of investigating his reports across many years of his life related to wrongful surveillance
and military technology, wrongful admittance by misled authorities into Psychiatry, and
in particular in relation to the Incident of May 2, 2017, which led to his wrongful
admittance into Psychiatry and subsequent egregious mistreatment and injury to his
person. The recorded podcasts where my conversations with Mr. Laroche can be viewed
and listened to are available at my Ramola D Reports Youtube channel
(youtube.com/RamolaDReports) and are: Reports #1, #2, #3, #4, and Need to Know
Report #1: Spotlight on Psychiatry Subverted (11/25/2017); links for these are as
follows:
Report #1: Part I, Frederic Laroche - Wrongful Psychiatric Detention in France:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ji41MGsQeg8
Report #2: Part 2, Frederic Laroche - Early Experiences of Mil Intel Stalking, Neuro
Experimentation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XKqNXA9_QE
Report #3: Part 3, Frederic Laroche - Stalking & Neuro Surveillance in India:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLE_E2FbMEo
Report #4: Part 4, Frederic Laroche -- Life and Activism on EMF/Neuroweapons in
France, Europe:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5Iahv4yH2E
Need to Know Report No. 1: Spotlight on Psychiatry Subverted (11/25/2017):
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNDuJZ98P54
I have also reported in print on our podcasts at The Everyday Concerned Citizen, here:
Activist Frederic Laroche Describes Wrongful Psychiatric Detainment in France:
https://everydayconcerned.net/2017/07/19/activist-frederic-laroche-describes-wrongfulpsychiatric-detainment-in-france/
Need to Know Report No. 1: Spotlight on Psychiatry Subverted (11/25/2017):
https://everydayconcerned.net/2017/11/26/need-to-know-report-no-1-spotlight-onpsychiatry-subverted-11-25-2017/
4. My impression of Frederic Laroche as I got to know him over the past year after my

introduction to him and after my public podcasts and private conversations with him is
that he is an extremely kind, gentle, and caring gentleman, a conscientious and moral
human rights advocate who seeks to help others, a sincere advocate of humanity, highly
intelligent as befits his profession in IT, and a person who is very sincere, genuine, and
truthful in his reportage of the experiences he has spoken with me about on podcasts and
in private conversations. In all the time I have known Mr. Laroche, I have never seen or
heard or experienced the slightest hint of aggression, delusion, imbalance, or mental
illness in him; his straightforward manner and truthful narration can be witnessed by all
on our published podcasts.
5. Based on everything I have learned from Frederic Laroche regarding the Incident of

May 2, 2017, which he has gone over in detail with me several times as detailed above
in podcasts as well as in private investigative conversations, details which he has never
changed, altered, distorted, or manipulated, as an investigative reporter used to the close
examination, scrutiny, analysis and summary of reported information, I have come to the
following conclusions:
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Part I: Incident of May 2, 2017
1. This Incident of May 2, 2017 in Voiron in which Frederic Laroche was caught up was

not an Accident as wrongfully portrayed by Ms. Stephanie Joseph and her team.
2. This Incident of May 2, 2017 was an Incident, but not an Accident. This is a very

important distinction, with important civil and criminal implications.
3. First Thing That Happened: The Incident of May 2, 2017 began when the 2

inhabitants of the car in front of Frederic's jumped out and approached him while he
was in his car, in traffic, and waiting to move on to his destination. Presumably, the
intent was to reproach him for bumping their car while in traffic—but as a matter of fact,
as per Mr. Laroche's reportage, he had not actually bumped their car at all. As the car in
front parked and the stream of traffic was expected to keep moving, Mr. Laroche had
taken his foot off the brake and gently inched forward, expecting to keeping on moving
—as one does, when traffic clears and cars start to move again--which expectation was
challenged when the car in front failed to move; as a consequence he came very close to
the bumper of the car in front but did not hit the car, and put on his brakes again just in
time when he saw the car in front was simply not moving.
4. Second Thing That Happened: The unknown couple—first the man, and then the

woman--ran up to Frederic's car and began shouting and gesticulating. Frederic reports
that he did not understand why they were shouting and gesticulating, especially since
there had been no contact whatsoever of his car with theirs. He also reports that the man
looked tall, large, bulky, and threatening, and that he felt intimidated at the shouts and
gesticulations of this unknown large and bulky stranger.
5. Third Thing That Happened: Frederic reports that since he did not understand what

this couple was shouting about—since there had been no accident whatsoever--and
because the man was beginning to seriously disconcert him, by way of his threatening
tone, actions, physical stature, and demeanor, especially since there had been no
accident whatsoever, and no grazing of his car against theirs even, something he
ascertained by looking at the bumper of their car and seeing no damage, he shouted back
from inside the car to say nothing had happened and to ask that they please desist from
this ridiculous and inappropriate street theatre.
6. Fourth Thing That Happened: Frederic reports that because the threatening and

intimidating actions of this man and woman were serious enough to make him fear for
his personal safety, and because there had absolutely been no accident whatsoever, that
he then decided to get away from this dangerous couple and continue on his path by
inching out into the roadway beyond both these people and their now-stationary car in
front of him, and so inched out at an angle into the roadway very slowly. This action he
reports was registered by his old car as a creaking and grinding which apparently gave
rise to a witness stating he had “accelerated” which is untrue; gear shifting is just noisy
in his car. He was merely moving very slowly out of the space behind the couple's car.
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7. Fifth Thing That Happened: Frederic reports that the couple then got in front of his

car, continuing to shout as he slowly inched the car forward, and the man, not content
with yelling at Frederic, stepped to his left while the car was advancing forward and
banged on his driver-side window in an act of exacerbated intimidation, shouting at him
still, and deliberately intimidating him further with his verbal and physical aggression.
8. Sixth Thing That Happened: Then the woman got right in front of his car, crouched

down, and leapt on to the sliding frontal part or hood of his car in an unexpected
acrobatic leap. It must be noted that Frederic's car has a very angled hood so it does not
even look possible for anyone to be leaping on it—except, apparently, a trained acrobat
or stunt-woman. The car is a Honda Jazz 2009 European model.
9. Seventh Thing That Happened: Frederic reports that he was utterly terrified by this

unprecedented, unexpected, and highly bizarre and abnormal act of this woman leaping
onto his hood—which absolutely no-one does when confronted with a moving vehicle in
front of them (even if there had been any danger of being hit by his car, which there
wasn't, because he was pulling out extremely slowly, most people would leap out of the
way, not leap onto the car) and did not know what best to do. Because he felt extremely
intimidated by the preceding events and by this woman's sudden jump onto his hood,
wherefrom she said no word to him, neither asking him to stop nor proceed nor asking
for help, Frederic proceeded to drive along. extremely slowly exactly as he had already
been doing—at less than 15 km an hour, in hopes she would take care of herself and get
off just as she had got on since she had just engaged in a voluntary and uninvited leap
onto his car.
10. Eighth Thing That Happened: Frederic reports that his car was “was going from left to

right side of the street” as his field of view was obscured by the lady on his windshield,
and then he had to steer carefully to correct the car's movement to avoid hitting the
parked car on the right side of the street. Frederic reports that he was very careful while
driving slowly so as not to harm her, but he is not certain if he used the brake. So he
moved his wheel to the left, and says he may have braked at the same time, so it is
possible the deceleration at that moment was the moment when she fell to the floor. So
in about 35 m, the woman dropped or glided off the car and rolled on the ground, to the
great relief of Frederic since he had no idea what the best thing to do was. Frederic
glanced at her and noted that she was not injured nor was there any evidence of injury
on her person, and proceeded onward, driving slowly as he had been.
11. Voluntary Actions By Stephanie Joseph: Neither the getting-on onto his hood nor the

getting-off off the hood of his car had anything to do with Frederic Laroche. Completely
of her own volition, this woman leapt onto the hood of his car, and either completely of
her own volition or affected by physical forces of gravity and centrifuge or a
combination of both, she dropped off his car. In both actions, there was absolutely
nothing in Frederic Laroche's actions to establish that this woman “had no other choice”
(as she has stated, apparently, as per Frederic's report) but to leap onto his car while the
car was in motion, or drop off his car while he was still driving extremely slowly, or to
claim that his car was being used “as a weapon” against her.
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Actions of Threat, Aggression, and Intimidation by Stephanie Josepth and Male
Companion: A primary feature of this entire Incident of May 2, 2017 should be stressed,
emphasized, and examined closely: This couple have essentially engaged in an
unprovoked act of extreme aggression, verbal and physical threat and intimidation and
dangerous terrorist behavior against an innocent driver, by 1) first accosting him and
yelling and gesticulating and banging on his car window, and 2) leaping onto his car and
dropping off like street acrobats—completely bizarre actions which absolutely no-one
does on an everyday basis in the everyday scope of things.

12.

Actions of Fraud, Misrepresentation, and False Accusation Regarding Medical
Certificates: Regarding the medical certificates that Stephanie Joseph has produced in
support of her questionably false claims that she 1), suffered injury when she dropped
off the car and fell and 2), suffered injury of such severe nature that it caused her to miss
1-2 weeks worth of workdays at her job and be confined first for 8 days to her bed and
then later on, she claims, to 30 days on her doctor's advice, and 3) that she suffered
PTSD and psychological damages from her own stunt-initiated Incident—which is a
nebulous claim and cannot be proved; it must be recognized that: A), when she dropped
and fell off the car, she did not appear to have sustained any injuries whatsoever, as per
Frederic's visual review and per her own calm response at the site; B), a doctor who
examined her shortly afterward issued a medical certificate marking a couple of
scratches and nothing more; C), while the claim of 30-days bed-confinement (oddly
jumped up from 8) has ensured that this case go to Criminal and not Civil Court, she has
not produced a medical certificate attesting to such a confinement or delineating the
need for such an extended confinement; D), she is unemployed so the claim of missing
work days is somewhat moot.

13.

In other words, when Ms. Joseph engaged in her second acrobatic feat of the day by
dropping off the car, she absolutely did not suffer any major physical damages at the
time, as established by the examining doctor at the time of the incident. It is only days,
weeks, and months afterward that Ms. Joseph began to produce medical certificates
claiming both physical and psychological damages—and opportunistically linking them
to the incident of May 2, 2017, as well as peculiarly changing the number of advised
bed-confinement from 8 to 30 days; this means that in actuality she either has engaged in
clear fraudulent conspiracy with fraudulent medical professionals (to issue false medical
certificates) with Intent to Extort money from Mr. Laroche and his automobile Insurance
company, or she is fraudulently attributing her own succeeding personal real medical
problems wrongfully to the outcome of this incident of May 2, 2017.
Ms. Joseph claiming therefore that she suffered major physical damage and subsequent
PTSD from this particular Incident and needs 30,000 Euro in compensation is a
fraudulent claim based on Misrepresentation of Facts and comprises injurious False
Accusation.
No Proof of Mr. Laroche Causing Ms. Joseph Physical Injury: It is evident that
there is absolutely no proof whatsoever that Mr. Laroche, in continuing to drive on
slowly after Ms. Joseph dropped or slipped off and rolled away and sustained scratches,

14.
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is in any way responsible for the persisting health condition of Ms. Joseph for days,
weeks, and months after the day of the Incident. It is regrettable no doubt that Ms.
Joseph missed workdays and was laid up in bed for a month but, if true, that sounds
more like she might have physical problems on her own that are completely unrelated to
this Incident of her rolling off Mr. Laroche's car—particularly since the doctor she
originally got a medical certificate from at the time of the Incident gave her a clean bill
of health after examining her. In other words, Ms Joseph is in no way able to establish
that her health issues are actually related to this drop/slip-and-fall acrobatic stunt (Stunt
No. 2) she herself voluntarily pulled, in her chosen mode of egress from Mr. Laroche's
car hood.
No Proof of Mr. Laroche Causing Any Accident Whatsoever: It is further evident
that, given the fact that Mr. Laroche's car did not even graze Ms. Joseph's car as
described in Nos. 3 and 5, given the actions of Inexplicable Self-Propelled Verbal and
Physical Threat and Intimidation described in Nos. 3-8 above, and the Voluntary Actions
of Ms. Stephanie Joseph described in Nos. 8, 10, and 11, all committed entirely by
herself in two acrobatic leaps, Stunt No. 1 and Stunt No. 2, that this couple appears to
have engaged in a completely voluntary, self-propelled and inexplicable series of
extremely assaultive actions which include unprovoked verbal and physical aggression
and intimidation, as well as unprovoked and voluntary acrobatic stunts that involved
terrifying an innocent driver and attacking his own property.

15.

No Proof of Accident Part I and Accident Part II: It is evident that what Ms.
Joseph is claiming is Part I of an “Accident” never happened; there was no accident
whatsoever, no Part I of this falsely-claimed accident: nobody's car was hit. Ms.
Joseph's car was not even touched. As for what Ms. Joseph is claiming is Part 2 of her
fictional “Accident,” where she voluntarily dropped or slipped off the car hood herself
and rolled off and sustained a few scratches, that can be more accurately labeled Stunt
No. 2, and not in any way caused by Mr. Laroche, whose actions, start to finish, were
exactly the same throughout: he had been driving extremely slowly when Ms. Joseph set
out to leap on and embrace his hood, and he was still driving extremely slowly when
Ms. Joseph set out to strategically slip or drop off and roll down and sustain scratches.
None of what happened to Ms. Joseph is Mr. Laroche's fault—for whatever inexplicable
reason, she chose to engage in acrobatic stunts on Mr. Laroche's car, and any damages
she may have sustained while doing so are entirely of her own doing, and should be
addressed by her own self as her own personal expenses.

16.

Entrapment and Extortion Operation: It is also fairly evident that start to finish,
this incident appears to have targeted Mr. Frederic Laroche as a potential victim of an
Entrapment and Extortion operation. Mr. Frederic Laroche, a calm and quiet person of
impeccable driving behavior, was unexpectedly accosted by this couple in a series of
inexplicable actions which he did not in any way provoke or incite. Their accusations of
his engaging in intentional harm and needing to pay them 30,000 Euro in damages, etc.,
suggest therefore that they are running a sophisticated criminal Entrapment and
Extortion operation on him.

17.
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Witnessed Verbal and Physical Threat, Intimidation, and Attack By Ms. Joseph
and Companion: Further it is evident that this couple has engaged in an orchestrated
series of assaultive and aggressive actions against Mr. Frederic Laroche, start to finish,
as described above. Verbal attacks and physical banging on his car-window in the street
were followed by the physical stunt-pulling aggression of Ms. Joseph leaping onto his
car and terrifying the driver. Mr. Laroche reports that a witness at the scene said there
was no shock (or hit to the car in front), bursts of yelling and aggression only from the
other car driver and occupant, such that it appeared this other car driver “wanted to fight
and was screaming at him.” Video surveillance could no doubt establish the truth of
what occurred.

18.

Lawful, Quiet, Slow Response From Mr. Laroche Throughout: Throughout this
entire episode or Incident of May 2, 2017, Mr. Laroche sat quietly in his car, only calling
out to the two (as noted in No. 5) at the outset that there had been no accident, no
damage to either car, and no need for loud and nasty street theatre. When he moved the
car—which he did in order to get away from this obnoxious, aggressive, and threatening
couple, he moved extremely slowly, and completely lawfully, neither accelerating
menacingly (as a witness apparently stated, wrongfully mistaking the noisy sound of his
gears for threatening acceleration) nor in any way threateningly or violently—as
mischaracterized fraudulently by Ms. Joseph's lawyer. After Ms. Joseph pulled off Stunt
No. 1, leaping onto his car—which absolutely no-one but a trained stunt artist would
have done—he remained calm and continued to drive extremely slowly although he was
terrified by her action of extreme aggression against him, and was trying to figure out
what he should do in lawful response. (He has stated that he was afraid that if he braked
abruptly to stop, he was afraid she would fall and injure herself, hence his continued,
slow, methodical moving forward, during which she unilaterally and voluntarily (as
typified her actions start to finish) slipped or dropped off volitionally herself, relieving
him of her intimidating bodily presence on his hood.

19.

Most Definitely Not a Hit and Run: This Incident of May 2, 2017 has been
wrongfully characterized as an Accident, and as a Hit and Run. It must be recalled that
when Ms. Joseph dropped or slipped off Mr. Laroche's car of her own volition, through
no accelerant or braking action on his part, 1), she appeared to be fine, and there was no
visual evidence of any injury whatsoever in a cursory glance at her to determine her
physical condition, and 2) she had just put Mr. Laroche through an extremely
traumatizing attack whereby she had presented as a dangerous lunatic, by
unprecedentedly and fully unprovokedly jumping onto his car hood and obscuring the
windshield, all cardinal crimes against a moving driver. Therefore, while many of us
would have stopped the car to ascertain the safety of the lady who had just jumped off, it
is understandable that Mr. Laroche, having been terrified and intimidated by this
woman, felt instead a great sense of relief at having re-secured his own physical safety,
and continued on his path, as slowly and methodically as he was then driving—and not
departing in some great rush like a guilty hit-and-run driver--because he did not wish
any further contact with this extremely dangerous woman.

20.
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It is wrong therefore to characterize any part of this as an Accident or to suggest that Mr.
Laroche had engaged in a Hit-and-Run. To Mr. Loroche, this was an extremely
unexpected, terrifying, and inexplicable event, which had finally ended, permitting him
to travel onward to his destination.
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Part II: Law Enforcement
21. Miscarriage of Justice No. 1/No Call to Arrest or Detain Mr. Laroche—No Marks on

Car: It is clear from Mr. Laroche's reportage that the police, who arrived at his flat and
asked to see his car, on May 4,2017, just as he himself was preparing to visit the Voiron
Police Station after messages they had left on his answering machine on May 3, 2017,
saw for themselves there was no damage whatsoever to the front of his car, and no
indication of any kind of collision, as it appears Ms. Joseph had wrongfully reported.
Further, Mr. Laroche was fully co-operative, cordial, and friendly as he showed the
National Police and the Military Police gendarme his car, and records that he was
surprised that the Police showed surprise at seeing an undamaged car. It is unclear why
the Military Police was present at all, when surely this was a matter purely for local Law
Enforcement. However, it appears the Military Police evinced some intelligence here for
after seeing the car, and noting Mr. Laroche's co-operation and cordiality, they left the
premises.
Miscarriage of Justice No. 2/No Call to Arrest or Detain Mr. Laroche—Testimony
Ignored: Despite all evidence, from the physical fact of an undamaged car, and
testimony from Mr. Laroche that no accident had occurred, Voiron Police handcuffed
Mr. Laroche and took him down to the Voiron jail, while confiscating his car as well. It
must be noted that this is an extreme miscarriage of justice: there was absolutely no call
to handcuff, arrest, or jail Mr. Laroche: there was absolutely no evidence or indication
that he had in any way engaged in any criminal action whatsoever regarding the Incident
of May 2, 2017, and he should not have been arrested, handcuffed, and jailed.

22.

Miscarriage of Justice No. 3/Mr. Laroche is not shown the Alleged-Victim
Complaint: It appears that although Mr. Laroche was provided a doctor and a lawyer as
he requested, he was not shown the Complaint the Alleged-Victim had made to the
police station. This is the height of absurdity, since by Due Process, all accused must be
made cognizant of what they are charged with. What was Ms. Joseph charging in that
Complaint that Mr. Laroche was prevented from seeing? Why was Mr. Laroche arrested
on the basis of that Complaint, and yet the contents of that Complaint kept concealed
from him? According to Officer Yannick Plassiard, apparently a Complaint had been
made, and a medical certificate had been obtained, showing serious injuries to the
Alleged-Victim, but this was never shown to the accused but “waved at him” from a
distance. This is not commendable police behavior and constitutes a miscarriage of
justice.

23.

Miscarriage of Justice No. 4/Unhelpful Doctor and Lawyer: It is evident from Mr.
Laroche's account that neither the doctor nor the lawyer provided by the police station to
assist Mr. Laroche provided any help whatsoever. The doctor, despite having a
straightforward and completely normal conversation with Mr. Laroche on the subject of
the Incident of May 2, did not recommend that he be released from jail, but suggested
that any mention Mr. Laroche made of being a non-consensual Intelligence or military

24.
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experimentee (which he has reported to French authorities and which I have interviewed
him about, within the context of other non-consensual neuro-experimentation reports I
can attest to) would be construed as paranoid delirium. The lawyer, whose job, one
would assume, was to secure justice and freedom from harm for her client, did not
apparently do a thing to procure from the Voiron Police the alleged Complaint from the
Alleged-Victim, nor the medical certificate she had supposedly procured. In other words,
the lawyer did not help Mr. Laroche in any way as an intermediary with the police, and
did not assist Mr. Laroche in understanding what he was being charged with or accused
of.
Miscarriage of Justice No. 6/No CCTV Video Surveillance is Provided: Although
the police initially told Mr. Laroche video surveillance from CCTV cameras in the street
and traffic light would be provided as witness testimonial to the Incident, what actually
has happened, according to Mr. Laroche—which can be confirmed from Voiron Police—
is that he was told the Video footage had been deleted, and only a few frames had been
retained. This is highly questionable, since is it not the business of the Police to retain
video footage of surveillance at all times, given the atmosphere of suspicion of
“Terrorism” we are all living within today? The Voiron police and National police are
responsible for this miscarriage of justice, that of being unable to provide the video
footage of surveillance during this Incident. Video Footage of this Incident would
undoubtedly show the truth of what Mr. Laroche is reporting, as spelled out fully in Part
I here: The Incident of May 2 was not an accident, but a contrived encounter by an
unknown couple whose actions suggest strongly that this was an Entrapment and
Extortion Operation on an innocent French driver.

25.

Miscarriage of Justice No. 5/Involuntary Psychiatric Hold Without Any Reason:
Given all miscarriages of justice delineated above, it is evident there absolutely was no
call for the police to retain Mr. Laroche in their custody: they did not show him Ms.
Joseph's medical certificate, they did not reveal to him what he was being charged for,
they could not produce video evidence of any criminal action on his part whatsoever,
they had seen his car was utterly undamaged, yet they kept him in jail overnight and
compelled him to see a psychiatrist the next day, in the Emergency Room of Voiron
Hospital. This is a blatant encroachment on his basic human rights and civil rights as a
citizen. What this also points to is the unhealthy and unwarranted association that Voiron
Police have engaged in here with Authoritarian Psychiatry: in other words, these Police
are looking to Psychiatrists to do their job for them, to act as Medical Jailer—when they
cannot produce any evidence of a crime themselves.

26.
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Part III: Psychiatry
Inexplicable Treatment & Wrongful & False, Faulty Diagnosis by First
Psychiatrist Dr. Laurence Duret Sarrazin: It is evident that the first psychiatrist Dr.
Sarrazin who examined Mr. Laroche at Voiron Hospital and decided after 30 minutes
(during which examination Mr. Laroche summarized many events in his life and
explained the many different experiences of unlawful targeting and Radio Frequency
weapon use on his person in non-consensual experimentation projects—the existence of
which kinds of projects can be verified by any informed researcher such as myself, and
proof of which, in Mr. Laroche's case is addressed in Part IV, Evidence of Ongoing
Military/Intelligence Electromagnetic Neurotechnologies Experimentation & Weapons
Tests) that he “must have had a trauma 20 years ago from which he never recovered,” a
fabrication, a conjecture, a private hypothesis, possibly a pet theory but an injuriously
false projection, for which no evidence or testimonial existed whatsoever--and thence
decided, after this 30-minute chat, that he needed to be interned in a psychiatric hospital
and force-medicated--has engaged in a serious misstep and miscarriage of justice here, a
misdiagnosis, and an outrage. Mr. Laroche was calm, civil, and communicative, he
reports; he neither exhibited any indication of possibly representing harm to others or to
himself; he was collected and responsible. In no way was he in any wise presenting as
paranoid, delusional, or psychotic—but that is how this psychiatrist chose to portray
him, saying he needed to be taken out of the jail and transferred to a mental hospital. An
additional psychiatrist Dr. Girard states that he needed also to be force-medicated in this
psychiatric hospital. This is Psychiatry Fraud.

27.

In a separate conversation with the psychiatrist, his sister was misled and manipulated to
give her authorization for him to be detained in a psychiatric hospital—under the pretext
that he needed medical help and treatment for a mental illness.
This unsupported series of actions by this psychiatrist, which led to Mr. Laroche's
internment in a psychiatric hospital on the psychiatrists' orders and the sister's sign-off,
and affirmed by the Prefecture and the Prosecutor Jean-Yves de Coquillat—while
exhibiting calm, rational composure and not at all exhibiting delusive, paranoid
psychosis as the psychiatrists portrayed or claimed—reads as Criminal Entrapment, in
line with the earlier entrapment operation run by the acrobatic couple at the Voiron
intersection.
Exactly as the Voiron Law Enforcement miscreants had apparently intended, by putting
him in an Involuntary Psychiatric Hold without any indication whatsoever of self-harm
or other-harm, violence, or danger from Mr. Laroche—forcing him to go to Voiron ER
and be examined by a psychiatrist, this psychiatrist Dr. Sarrazin acted as Medical Jailer,
despite there being no evidence of either a Crime or a Dangerous Mental Illness.
28.

Terrifying Ordeal at the Psychiatric Hospital Involving Medical Malpractice in
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Forced Medication: Frederic reports that after he was taken to the Alpes Isère de St
Egrève Hospital, he was force-medicated or required to swallow a drug handed to him,
indeed a very high dosage of this drug Risperidone, which was repeated several times
over that day and next morning along with another drug Loxapine, and which induced
him to have such extreme breathing difficulties and paralysis to such an extent that he
could barely move and felt himself sinking into a near-comatose state. Appeals for
poison control to a nurse finally led to the nurse offering a remedy, Lepticure and
Valium, which did not break the paralysis until the evening. Many questions arise here,
including: Why was this drug given to Mr. Laroche at all? Why was it given at such high
dose without testing for allergic or extreme reaction? Why was it not administered under
close supervision? Why did it take so long before a nurse responded, and why did he
himself need to seek recognition of the dire condition in which he had been placed
instead of being observed as in extreme reactive pain, why was he not kept under
medical observation while being pumped full of this potent and dangerous drug?
It is additionally important to note that it was a Nurse, and not a Doctor or Psychiatrist,
who witnessed the abrupt deterioration of Mr. Laroche's health condition and
immediately recognized it was due to the Harmful drug, Risperidone and provided a
medical remedy of sorts. The Psychiatrist who prescribed this drug at such high dosage,
without any evidence of a mental illness or “psychosis”--as identifiable by violent selfharm or other-harm indications-- completely absent in Mr. Laroche, has clearly
engaged in harmful Medical Malpractice.
Unnecessary Drugging of Mr. Laroche with Further Psychiatric Drugs: The
doctor who responded to appeals to stop the drug Risperidone made the remark that his
hands were tied, that he needed to dose the patient with some drug or the other and
settled on Abilify. This suggests that a medical plan had already been put in place to
stratify and entrench the earlier, faulty psychiatric diagnosis of paranoid delusional
psychotic – even though no sign whatsoever of this faulty diagnosis was ever nor
currently evident in the patient – and forcibly keep him on drugs despite the indications
of proven powerfully deleterious effects on his body due to one drug. In other words, it
appears that the desire—by psychiatrists and police—to name Mr. Laroche a paranoid
delusional psychotic and then force-medicate him to the point of poisoning him and
beyond was quite disassociated from any need for actual evidence of symptoms of
aggression, mania, delusion, or paranoia (which might justify such an extreme
diagnosis), none of which existed. This is actually in line with the experience of other
reporting victims of non-consensual human experimentation whom I have interviewed
and reported on, and suggests a covert protocol of Psychiatry Fraud which is criminal.

29.

Bevy of Doctors and Psychiatrists Maintaining False Diagnosis and Forced
Drugging: In addition to Dr. Sarrazin and Dr. Girard at Voiron Hospital issuing a false
diagnosis, succeeding doctors at St. Egreves, Dr. Nabil Baali and Dr. Santarellii and Dr.
Bigoshi maintained the false diagnosis of Mr. Laroche being a dangerous delusional
psychotic needing to be kept suppressed with powerful neurotoxic psychiatric
medication. This is a continued miscarriage of justice and medical malpractice.

30.
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Lies, Falsehood, and Deception In Order to Maintain Forced Psychiatric
Drugging: Frederic reports that an added authoritarian statement made by the
psychiatrist Dr. Bigoshi was that he was “in denial of (his) own illness, and that (he) was
not in a condition to consent to the care”--a statement made “to justify internment and
forced medications” because if she had conceded that he was perfectly mentally well
enough to examine the matter himself and choose to consent or not to the psychiatric
“treatment” being advised, then forced internment and forced medications “was no
longer legally possible.” An added irony here that Frederic reports is that he was not
opposed to being cared for; he was not however, consenting to being force-medicated
and poisoned.

31.

However, the important thing to note here is that Dr. Bigoshi, in keeping with the
Authoritarian Medical Jailer model for Psychiatry being followed here, undercut all
volitional action or consent on the part of Mr. Laroche by falsely stating he was not in a
condition to consent and was in “denial of his own illness,” thereby deceitfully creating
on paper the rationale for forced internment and forced medication, a clear case of
Psychiatry Fraud.
32. Manipulation of Patient/Withholding by Psychiatrist of Mr. Laroche's police record,
now wrongfully registered as a criminal record: Frederic reports that Dr. Bigoshi at St.
Egreves also deliberately withheld the “criminal record” she had in her possession, with
all of its wrongful allegations and accusations; as a consequence, Mr. Laroche was
continually interrogated and made to offer information, which was knowingly
misconstrued as “inventions and lies, not truth” by Dr. Bigoshi. He did not learn of the
“true full content” of the accusations in his criminal record until a whole year later, when
he came to understand that he had essentially been dishonestly manipulated by Dr.
Bigoshi. This is an indication of deliberate manipulation by the Psychiatrist – permitting
the Psychiatrist to maintain Untruths: both a wrong version of what had really happened
during the Incident of May 2, 2017, and also of Mr. Laroche's life experiences.
33. Miscarriage of Justice No. 6/Wrongful Judgement by Judge Beatrice Nicollet Based
on Untruths from Psychiatrist, Police, Prefect, Prosecutor: On May 16, 2017, this Judge
refused to consider the many errors and irregularities pointed out by Mr. Laroche and
made two erroneous judgements based on Untruths from the Psychiatrist, as pointed out
in Nos. 31 and 32 above: 1) She falsely stated Mr. Laroche “refused to consent to
treatment” and on this basis she decreed that he continue to be interned and be forcemedicated in order to ameliorate his danger to society, which Dr. Bigoshi had falsely and
unprofessionally testified to, despite there being no evidence whatsoever of Mr. Laroche
being a danger to society in any way, shape, or form. 2) She wrongfully stated Mr.
Laroche deludedly believed in “magnetic waves” using this faulty term (rather than
“electromagnetic waves,” which do exist, and which are used in the creation of military
technologies such as radar guns and remote electrical weapons such as tasers—which
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police officers themselves use) and that this “delusion” would have caused him to strike
and hit passers-by and create a major traffic accident—a blatant lie, given Mr. Laroche's
extremely slow and careful actions during the entire Incident. This is an indication of
extreme miscarriage of justice, wherein a Judge has made faulty decisions based on
Wrongful Information from a Psychiatrist, in this case Dr. Bigoshi, who has fraudulently
testified to “Delusions,” and Dr. Sarrazin who started the whole Psychiatric Medical
Malpractice Fraud against Mr. Laroche with the false diagnosis of “Paranoid
Delusions/Psychosis” despite complete lack of evidence for same. This is also an
indication that Judge Nicollet accepted the Untruths from the Police, Prefect, and
Prosecutor of Mr. Laroche's “guilt” --discussed fully in Part II, Law Enforcement; there
was No Accident: Mr. Laroche did not bump into Ms. Joseph's car, and Mr. Laroche was
never violent or dangerous but calm and civil always; but it appears a crooked jointeffort has been made by crooked Police and crooked City Officials to typecast Mr.
Laroche as a “dangerous and violent” man, when he is nothing of the sort but a quiet and
gentle person. (This was then upheld by the Psychiatrists, running Psychiatry Fraud on
Mr. Laroche.)
34. Miscarriage of Justice No. 7/Wrongful Judgment by Judge Noelle Barry on May 30:
This judge made the decision to continue the forced internment of Mr. Laroche and
forced-medication, in order, she said to prevent any chance of a further psychotic
episode or disorders which could endanger others—when he had done nothing to
endanger others in the first place. This judgment, again, is based on the false diagnosis
and Psychiatry Fraud of psychiatrists Dr. Sarrazin, Dr. Bigoshi, and others and
represents an added miscarriage of justice in further psychiatrically detaining Mr.
Laroche, until the end of June when he was “released from psychiatric detention, but
obliged to see a psychiatrist for 30 minutes every 15 days at the Voiron Medical
Psychological Center, and to accept forced injections of the 300 mg Abilify
antipsychotic every 28 days.” This was made an Order by the Prefect, Lionel Beffre. In
other words, the wrongful psychiatric diagnosis has never been challenged but has
perpetuated a false diagnosis and unfounded and baseless psychiatric “adhesion to care”
program of continued psychiatric medication.
It is interesting that Dr. Bigoshi noted to Frederic on 1/5/2017 that he was no longer
being held for the car accident but for his ideas.
This is tantamount to a confession: Mr. Laroche has maintained that he was never in an
car accident; the Incident of May 2, 2017 was an Incident, not an accident, involving
volitional acrobatic stunts by Ms. Joseph. Mr. Laroche's “ideas” are supported by solid
factual evidence and whistleblowing on military technologies, and should never have
been a subject adjudicated by a plausibly uninformed and unqualified psychiatrist
unaware of sophisticated Military energy weaponry in Covert use on populations (more
on this fact, with absolute proof, in Part IV).
35. Miscarriage of Justice No. 8/Extended Injustice: Succeeding the Prefectural decree
deciding regular injections and monitoring at the CMP Voiron every 15 days from
05/09/2017 to 05/03/2018, according to Dr. Benjamin Ronin of the CMP Voiron,
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Frederic visited Voiron Hospital regularly to be injected with the prescribed antipsychotic drug. This treatment was stopped by Prefectural order six months later in
January 2018, a fact not divulged to him until the end of February—after further
unnecessary forced injections—by Dr. Ronin who finally found that Mr. Laroche did not
represent harm to himself or anyone and did not need to be force-medicated.
In May 2018, Frederic was finally permitted to read his police record and read the
complaint submitted by Ms. Joseph as well as information from her medical certificate.
Additionally, he noted that only a few still frames from the surveillance cameras had
been included as photos—but the surveillance/traffic video footage that was requested
he was told had been deleted and no longer existed. It is very hard to believe that Law
Enforcement and Military Police and French Intelligence would actually delete video
surveillance, particularly when an accident or incident of questionable nature is
suspected, and particularly when Mr. Laroche was wrongfully accused of violence and
violent intentions. All this is evidence, as Mr. Laroche stated earlier, of a deliberate joint
effort by City and Court Officials with Psychiatrists to wrongfully target and subjugate
Mr. Laroche with wrongful application of Psychiatry, wrongful incarceration, and
wrongful subjection to an unnecessary and Poisonous program of Psychiatric Drugging.
36. Vindication and Proof of Mr. Laroche's Innocence in Clinical Psychologist Testing:
Mr. Laroche reports that his 2-hour Psychological Rorschach Test on October 5, 2018 in
Ardeche with a Clinical Psychologist yielded the result that he was neither delusional,
paranoid, schizophrenic nor psychotic, and in fact was considered "gifted". Further, the
psychologist's report noted that he did not present with any kind of profile of aggression,
hint of danger to others or himself, verbal or imaginary violence, engaging in acts of
violence, or delirium persecution. This is a vindication and proof from a psychologist of
Mr. Laroche's sound mental health, intellectual acuity, and freedom from both
aggression and delusions of persecution.
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Part IV: Evidence of Ongoing Military/Intelligence
Electromagnetic Neurotechnology Experimentation &
Weapons Tests
37.EMF, Directed-Energy, and Neurotechnologies Do Exist and are in Use: When Mr.
Laroche reports non-consensual neuro-experimentation on his person—as he has
recently to French Intelligence services and French Military, as well as via publiceducation mailings and handouts to citizens and government officials—he is not alone,
thousands are reporting such covert 21st-Century technology use on their persons today.
Proof that such technologies are being tested and used covertly on citizens does exist.
As an investigative science and technology reporter covering Military and Intelligence
technologies, I can attest that Mr. Laroche is not engaging in delusions when he speaks
of electromagnetic technologies, neurotechnologies, or any other kind of energy-weapon
technology which can be operated remotely from a distance, in silence, yet can be
recorded on meters and spectrum analyzers: these technologies exist.
There is a history of human rights activism, whistleblowing, and reportage on this
subject which points to covert operation across several decades of these neuro/bio
weapons on citizens.
This is a vast subject and may be outside the realm of this court's scope to consider.
But the fundamental fact that should be noted here is: It is absolutely not a sign of
“delusion” when anyone reports or mentions electromagnetic technologies or remote
neurotechnologies or wireless telemetry (RFID microchips, nanotechnology, bio-sensors
and implants). There is ample evidence of ongoing Military and Intelligence testing and
experimentation of modern electromagnetic (radio frequency), scalar, sonic, nano/bio
and other weapons on non-consensual human subjects, some of this is provided below.
Uninformed doctors and psychiatrists as well as uninformed city, court, or Law
Enforcement officials need to understand that not only do these technologies exist, they
are being used covertly against citizens today in highly invasive ways which constitute
distinct crimes against humanity.
38. Personal Evidence of RFID implants, Portable Non-lethal DEWs, Neuroexperimentation: Mr. Laroche himself presents some extraordinary evidence, physical
and disclosive, that such technologies exist and are in use on his person.
1) Mr. Laroche reports the detection of radio frequency implants on his head and
body with an RFID detector found in November 2017, to be followed up soon
with scientific scanning in a controlled environment. The sign of non-consensual
RFID implants found in the human body and brain is usually an indication of
non-consensual experimentation using RF technologies, as evidenced in the cases
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of David Larsen, James Wahlbert, Richard Cain, Robert Naeslund, and others.
Numbers of people in the USA and Europe have been radiologically scanned and
found to be carrying non-consensual implants of the RFID kind, which emit and
receive radio frequencies, which are then being traced to military bases,
Universities, and various other covert research institutions. The organization
ICATOR—the International Coalition Against Electronic Torture and the
Robotization of Living Beings, of which Mr. Laroche is a member, is currently
engaged in setting up scientific diagnostic scanning for reporting victims of
covert implantation in Belgium, Spain, and other EU countries. These are crimes
against humanity which are being exposed
2) Mr. Laroche learned from interactions with his boss and from personal witness of

a brain map and written information naming “Renseignements Généraux” found
on-site at his workspot at Hewlett-Packard in France that new neighbors on his
workfloor running social engineering operations on him were American and
British Intelligence experimenting on him with neurotechnology.
3) Mr. Laroche was informed (and apologized to) by a group of newly-arrived

international students in a shared house on a stay in India in the state of Kashmir
that they had been, on order, using or facilitating the use of energy weapons (via
portable anti-personnel DEWs or satellite/remote technology) as well as CBI-BCI
neurotechnologies on him.
39. General Evidence via Whistleblowers, Documents, Reports, Articles on EMF Neuro
Bio Technologies: General evidence of the existence and use of military, Intelligence,
and medical EMF neuro/bio technologies on citizens includes recorded literature in the
public-domain, declassified documents, whistleblower testimonial and affidavits,
Defense contracts, and others. Some sources and information are presented below.
Whistleblowers Speak Out:
It is a well-known and prolifically documented fact that such electro-magnetic
weaponry exists and has been operational for decades, used by the military and
intelligence agencies (including but not limited to FBI, CIA, NSA, DIA, DARPA)
against persons deemed “dissidents,” whistleblowers, journalists and expositors
of vital information which should be of concern to every American who values
the God-given, unalienable rights and liberties enshrined in the Declaration of
Independence and the U.S. Constitution, and specifically the Bill of Rights
contained therein….I am one of many former intelligence professionals, an
independent investigator, intelligence analyst and journalist, who, for more than a
quarter century, has been documenting and publicly reporting on the high-tech
anti-personnel weaponry used against us.
·Barbara Hartwell, CIA Whistle-blower, Independent Investigator,
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Intelligence Analyst, Journalist/ Letter from Barbara Hartwell for
Ramola D
“Technology in the public-demain is at least 50 years behind the technologies in
the hands of secret services and militaries. Implants were used by CIA in 1952,
now implants in hands are used in 2000 to open doors, garages. Back in 1975,
Russian foreign minister Gromyko reported that the subject of psychotronic or
non-lethal weapons being a weapon of mass destruction was brought up in the
UN and many countries agreed they should be banned, but the US did not.
Militaries and secret services have always secretly experimented on people—it is
absolutely criminal.”
--Dr. Rauni Kilde, former Chief Medical Officer of Finland, Secret
Psychotronic Operations (sous-titre fran軋is):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAcd-XEvoCM
“In the middle of March Polish minister of defence Antoni Macierewicz visited
the University of Father Tadeusz Rydzyk to participate in the discussion on the
subject "Problems of actual politics, military conflicts and terrorism". One of the
listeners asked him if Poland has a strategy addressing the illegal experiments
with electromagnetic weapons on Polish citizens. The minister replied that his
ministry is performing an analysis aimed at finding out in what regions of Poland
the people, who are complaining about such attacks, are living and that,
according to preliminary information, most of the complaints originate from
Lower Silesia and northwestern Poland. He also stated that in about half a year
he will know more https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgVs4-m0lNY#t=33 .”
--Mojmir Babacek, Human Rights Advocate, Journalist
Poland Investigates Electromagnetic Attacks on Brains of its
Citizens, https://www.opednews.com/articles/PolandInvestigares-Electr-by-mojmir-Babacek-Brain_BrainDead_Brain-Net_Brainwashing-160411-368.html
The high-tech, covert technology to which Mrs. Dharmaraj refers, has been used
secretly for decades against our enemies when overt actions were simply too
risky…I will tell you that I have been working closely with Ramola Dharmaraj
for almost two years and am quite impressed with her multifaceted talent,
integrity, superior intellect, brilliant writing capability and exceptional research
ability. What she is telling you about highly advanced, covert technology being
used on “inconvenient” people, people of integrity (whistle-blowers), truth-tellers
(certain journalists), activists, potential leaders in a community, independent and
aware thinkers, patriots, and Constitutionalists, as a means to intimidate, isolate,
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torture, murder and “make examples of” them to the general population, is 100%
true…
NSA Intelligence Analyst Karen Melton-Stewart (Retd.)/Letter from
Karen Stewart for Ramola D
The FBI is spearheading the most colossal and evil attacks on people ever
conceived on the face of the Earth, and they are using Deep Space-based
technology, they are using Bio-Chemical Viral Warfare Elements and Agents, and
they’re using Psychological Warfare to destroy people.
FBI Special Agent, Attorney, Judge Geral Sosbee (Retd.)/Ramola D
Reports/Report #56: Geral Sosbee, FBI Whistleblower Reports
Massive Crime By FBI
The military applications were quite transparent. I worked on the AI (artificial
intelligence) natural language responses. They are broadly called “chatter-bots”.
They are useful in occupation of the target mind for disablement, NLP (neural
linguistic programming), and interrogation....The CIA formerly used mostly LSD
and other substances that would perform similar functions....A weapon more
powerful than the atomic bomb for influencing populations is quite sought after
by many countries. It is another arms race. When weapons are “field tested” they
need to be very secretive. The database for the probability matrices of the efficacy
on each culture and language needs to be done for improvements, development,
and evolution of the AI system. Doing it world-wide is necessary for other
reasons too.
--Robert Duncan, Ph.D, DOD/CIA Scientist,
Cybernetics & Artificial Intelligence, Author, The
Matrix Deciphered, Project Soulcatcher
“The brain is the next battlespace…. We are targeting the brain…. Like (in) any
race, the morbidity and mortality, going at this speed, with this level of integrity
and this level of momentum, is real. We are tracking neurological or brain
signatures of key targeted individuals that are thought to represent whole
groups....I can utilize neuro-pharmacologics and various forms of brain
stimulation to extract information from key intelligence targets....TITAN (Tieredintegrated Tracking and Access Networks) utilizes biologically-implantable chips
to track key individuals and provide information about the way brains work to
create narratives and behaviors....In Europe, the Nutfield Council of Bioethics
said we are getting very close to weaponizing the brain sciences and in a year it
would be ready for use. In 2014, the NAS reconvened and made the
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announcement that the brain sciences are now ready and are currently being used
in such endeavors in the US and worldwide. So we are moving into the
operational space. I.e., it is being used....High-output sensory stimulators (can be
administered by UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles), drones, or insect borne, or by
large vehicles; cars, or tanks). These use sensory mobilizing agents that use high
electromagnetic pulse energy that may also use high levels of sound and light
energy and they disrupt neuro sensory functions. These are being used.”
--Dr. James Giordiano, Military Neuroscientist, Head of European Union
Human Brain Project, Georgetown University Professor, from Dr. Eric
Karlstrom's article, “Appendix 58: Dr. James Giordano (2017)Weaponized Brain Science and Technology: Battlespace/Organized
Stalking Applications of Neuroweapons (youtube, pdf, and my notes)”
--https://911nwo.com/?p=6464
For more whistleblowing testimonial and affidavits, please see
everydayconcerned.net and declassifieddocuments.org.
Military and Industrial Documents and Reports, Affidavits, Articles, Videos
Several declassified documents, articles, affidavits, and reports record the testing
and use of electromagnetic neuro/bioweapons on people, both in the USA and
Europe. They include:
·The US Department of Defense's declassified document, Bioeffects of Selected

Non-Lethal Weapons/
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/bioeffects_of_selected_n
on-lethal_weapons.pdf made available on FOIA request in 2006 to Donald
Friedman as well as to Dr. Millicent Black;
·2002 US Air Force Research Laboratory report Biological Effects of Directed

Energy/ https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/ada4088091.pdf, summarizing findings from a contract with Veridian Engineering;
·The USAF Radio Frequency Radio Dosimetry Handbook/

https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/18j_2009_u-s_air_force_directed_energy_bioeffects_divsion_radio_frequency_radiation_branc
h_handbook_5th_editor_july_2009.pdf which spells out the known dosages of
radiation and frequencies which affect different body parts, in projects the US like
Russia has been working on for decades, since the 1950s.
·Less Than Lethal and Directed Energy Weapons, Defense One: https://defense-

update.com/20061112_feature-nlw.html
·Non-Kinetic Energy Weapons Termed Non-Lethal, Geneva Academy for
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academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/Non-Kinetic-Energy%20Weapons.pdf
·Targeting the Human with Directed Energy Weapons, Dr. Reinhard Munzert,

http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/english/mw-weapon.htm
·Former US Navy Officer Walks Across America to Expose Covert Targeting and

Neuro-Experimentation Program, Ramola D/The Everyday Concerned Citizen,
https://everydayconcerned.net/2016/05/23/former-us-navy-officer-walks-acrossamerica-to-expose-covert-targeting-and-neuro-experimentation-program/
·Europe Non-Lethal Weapons Market, 2018-2023, Mordor Intelligence,

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/europe-non-lethalweapons-market
·Global Directed Energy Weapons Technologies and Market Forecast to 2025,

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/7bjfrr/global_directed?
·The ethical aspects of ICT implants in the human body, European Group on

Ethics in Science and New Technologies to the European Commission
https://healthwyze.org/archive/ethical_aspects_implants_eu.pdf
·ICT Implants, nanotechnology, and some reasons for caution, Y.G. Erden,

Research Fellow in Ethics and Emerging Technologies, CBET, St. Mary's
University College, UK https://www.bioethics.ac.uk/news/ICT-Implantsnanotechnology-and-some-reasons-for-caution.php
·Microchip Implants, Mind Control, and Cybernetics, Dr. Rauni-Leena

Luukanen-Kilde, MD, Spekula, https://everydayconcerned.net/2015/10/22/drrauni-leena-luukanen-kilde-md-former-chief-medical-officer-of-finlandmicrochip-implants-mind-control-and-cybernetics/
· Secret Psychotronic Operations, Dr. Rauni Kilde:

https://youtu.be/H5ftmamL2Pw
· Voice of God Weapon, Synthetic Telepathy, Cybernetic Hive Minds, MK

ULTRA, Dr. Robert Duncan, from Jesse Ventura's Conspiracy/Other Talks:
https://youtu.be/H5ftmamL2Pw
· Sonic Projectors, Voice to Skull Weapons (with Military Definition):

http://www.thelivingmoon.com/45jack_files/03files/Sonic_Projection.html
No evidence whatsoever of “Paranoid Delusions” or Fear of Violence/Harm
Requiring “Duty of Care” Psychiatry or “Adhesion to Care” Forced-Medication in Mr.
Laroche: As illustrated above in Nos. 37 and 38 and all preceding paragraphs, there is
absolutely no evidence whatsoever, in the events comprising the Incident of May 2,
2017, that Mr. Laroche was delusional or violent, nor is there any evidence that his
40.
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“ideas” regarding EMF/Neurotechnologies, as contained in his informative complaints,
public-education, and humanitarian activism efforts (via letters, flyers) to raise public
awareness of EMF neuro/bioweapons testing and non-consensual experimentation going
on are in any way delusional: military documents, scientists, neuroscientists, journalists,
and Intelligence agency whistleblowers confirm the truth and accuracy of his reportage.
Mr. Laroche has never in fact during this Incident and through his entire life showed any
signs of being delusional or harboring paranoid ideas; all actions of Authoritarian
Psychiatry taken against him including Involuntary Psychiatric Arrest/Hold, False
Diagnoses, Forced-Medication under faulty “Duty of Care” and “Adhesion of Care”
doctrines in his case are evidence of Medical Malpractice, Negligence, and Psychiatry
Fraud.
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Summary and Close
41. The Summary of my conclusions on the Incident of May 2 2017 and on all surrounding
aspects of Mr. Laroche's case are as follows:
1) This was never an Accident, but an Incident.
2) This Incident was executed by Ms. Stephanie Joseph and her male companion.
3) Mr. Laroche's actions throughout this incident as a driver presented with a terrorizing

stuntwoman on his car hood were very careful, gentle, slow, and methodical as he took
care to avoid all contact with passers-by and pedestrians and cars and tried to drive
slowly onward, as he had been doing before Ms. Joseph's jump onto his car hood.
4) Actions of Ms. Joseph in producing medical certificates and demanding 30,000 Euros

after performing terrifying and terrorizing acrobatic stunts on Mr. Laroche's car reek of
Entrapment and Extortion.
5) There is no proof that her confinement to bed for 30 days or ill-health, or her self-

reported PTSD or reportedly pained psychological state later had anything to do with her
terrorizing acrobatic stunts in the Incident which she herself executed.
6) There is no proof that Mr. Laroche was ever an imminent danger to himself or others, in

word or action, nor that he sustained or expressed “paranoid delusions/psychosis”
through the entire Incident of May 2, 2017 and throughout his entire life.
7) The actions of Voiron Law Enforcement in arresting, jailing, and later psychiatrically

committing Mr. Laroche were wholly unjustified, and a Miscarriage of Justice.
8) The actions of psychiatrists at Voiron Hospital and at St. Egreve's in proffering the false

diagnosis of “paranoid delusional psychosis” and force-medicating Mr. Laroche to the
point of physical paralysis with dangerously high doses of a provenly controversial drug,
Risperidone, were not merely reckless and irresponsible but a sign of Medical
Malpractice, Miscarriage of Justice, professional negligence and ineptitude, and
Psychiatry Fraud.
9) The actions of psychiatrists, judge, and Prefet in issuing an order to continue his

psychiatric detention and force-medicate him with a strong psychiatric drug,
administered in high dosage every 15 days for six months is an act of Conspiracy to
Deprive a Person of His Rights, and once again is marked by Medical Malpractice, and
Psychiatry Fraud.
Mr. Laroche has found sufficient physical evidence to prove that he has been
non-consensually implanted, as also his mother, and has been provided with enough
testimonial by colleagues in France and fellow travelers in India to understand he has
been targeted by Intelligence agencies or military groups for non-consensual
experimentation with RF technologies, which military scientists and whistleblowers
testify to.

10)
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All statements, reports, complaints submitted by Mr. Laroche on the subject of
non-consensual neuro bio-experimentation are completely plausible based on the
actuality of ongoing non-consensual neuro/bio experimentation on many thousands of
citizens worldwide, as attested to by whistleblowers, scientists, military neuroscientists,
researchers, physicians, declassified military documents, industrial market reports, and
investigative reportage. While it may be beyond the scope of the court to fully explore
and address this subject, no court or psychiatrist in modern times can state that mention
of EMF Neurotechnologies or RFID implants or reporting non-consensual
experimentation or DEW (Directed Energy Weapons) Field Testing is a sign of paranoid
delusion, which must be met with toxic forced-medication: that would simply be untrue.

11)

It appears as if Mr. Laroche has consistently been made victim of organized
efforts—involving uninformed or misaligned Law Enforcement, City, and Court
officials and City Psychiatrists--to wrongfully and in facile, no-evidence fashion name
him delusional and cast him as a violent and dangerous character, including with this
Incident which appears to be an entrapment and extortion operation, and altogether a
grievous miscarriage of justice—particularly in reference to the paralyzing, toxic drugs
and long period of forced-medication he was wrongfully compelled to endure. Given
that his father also was sadly victimized by Nazis in non-consensual experiments as
well, as he states in his Timeline, and much in his family story, including his brother and
mother's tragic experiences, testifies to covert non-consensual experimentation, there is
every indication that Mr. Frederic Laroche has long been a non-consensual test subject
of covert military or Intelligence experiments and is reporting Crimes Against Humanity,
and as such he requires human rights attention and deserves the unbiased and ethical
listening ear, and empathetic support and assistance of all caring and conscientious
humanity.

12)

I testify that all I have stated here is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief: All
documented information I have provided here (with sources) is true, all editorial reference to
my own investigative research and reports as previously published is true, and all my analyses
of reportage from Mr. Frederic Laroche is based on the truth and veracity of his testimonial,
which is my belief based on my knowledge of his character as a person of high integrity,
truthfulness, and transparency.
Signed,
Ramola D/Dharmaraj
BS (Physics), MBA, Dip. Journalism, MFA
Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor/Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports
Author, Temporary Lives, Invisible Season, For the Sake of the Boy (forthcoming)
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